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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

Much scientific evidence points out strong correlations
between inflammation and overall health and between the
incidence of inflammation and disease progression and
prognosis. Inflammation is involved in the pathogenesis of
many chronic diseases, such as cardiovascular and bowel
diseases, diabetes, obesity, and cancer.

The scientific community has recognized the importance of
natural bioactive compounds and dietary products with
proven capabilities to reduce or reverse inflammation in
preventing and treating inflammatory diseases. Anti-
inflammatory nutritional intervention is believed to
encompass great potential in the treatment of
inflammatory-related disorders. Therefore, this Special
Issue is devoted to collecting the newest research findings
from clinical trials and preclinical in vitro and in vivo
studies on the anti-inflammatory effects of natural dietary
ingredients and discussing their potential application in
nutritional recommendations for patients with
inflammatory diseases.

Publicly available articles from this collection will enable
the dissemination of the latest research results among
researchers, clinical dietitians, and patients.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Nutrients is an on-line open access journal that was first
published in 2009. Nutrients adheres to rigorous peer-
review and editorial processes and publishes only high
quality manuscripts that address important issues related
to the impacts of nutrients on human health. The Impact
Factor of Nutrients has risen rapidly since its establishment
and it is now ranked in the first quartile of journals
publishing in the field of nutrition and dietetics research.
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